
House rule of the Kinder Spiel & Spaß Fabrik

1. Parents or legal guardians are liable for their children and have a duty of supervision.

2. No liability is accepted for self-inflicted accidents.

3. No liability is accepted for lost items.

4. We are not responsible for the wardrobe.

5. Smoking in the play area is strictly prohibited.

6. Eating and drinking is only permitted at the tables. The consumption of food and drinks is 
prohibited in the entire play area for hygiene reasons and safety.

7. Socks are required throughout the indoor area.

8. Device use by adults only up to a maximum of 60 kg per person.

9. The outdoor area is open from May 1st to October 30th.

10. Open fires (including birthday candles) are strictly prohibited!

11. You are allowed to bring food and drinks with you. Hot drinks (e.g. coffee, tea, cocoa), alcohol,
glass containers and food from third-party caterers and delivery services are prohibited.

12. To avoid injuries to children, clothing should not have zippers or large buttons. We explicitly 
point out that jewelry and other accessories should be removed.

13. Bad behavior, rowdy behavior, hitting, scratching, pushing or throwing objects can result in 
being expelled from the park or banned from the park.

14. The children's play and fun factory staff and the information signs must be followed without 
exception.

15. Deliberately destroyed playground equipment must be replaced by the person who caused 
them.

16. Electric vehicles may only be driven in the designated area.

17. In the event of a fire, use the nearest emergency exit immediately. 

Liability provisions:

1. Entry, stay and use of all play equipment on our premises is exclusively and unrestrictedly at 
your own danger and risk.

2. Only cash payment is possible.

3. Bringing candles, confetti, fireworks and animals is strictly prohibited for safety reasons.

4. Only one voucher is valid per day and person.

Special rules for birthday parties:

1. When booking a birthday party, the birthday child has free day entry (once from 2 weeks 
before to two weeks after the birthday). Proof is required.

2. All waste generated by the birthday party must be taken away without exception. Please bring 
enough containers and garbage bags with you. We charge a disposal fee of EUR 50 for 
rubbish left behind.

3. If birthday guests are ill or for other reasons, please contact us immediately. If you cancel on 
the day of the reserved birthday party or if you do not show up, we will charge 20% of the total
cost.


